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Abstract:
Technological innovations raise axiological questions such as what is right or wrong, good and bad, and so on (i.e.,
ethical considerations). These considerations have particular importance in design science research (DSR) projects
since the developed artifacts often actively intervene into human affairs and, thus, cannot be free from value. To account
for this fact, Myers and Venable (2014) proposed six ethical principles for DSR in order to support researchers to conduct
ethical DSR. However, ethical principles per se—and the ethical DSR principles that Myers and Venable proposed—
have an abstract nature so that they can apply to a broad range of contexts. As a consequence, they do not necessarily
apply to specific research projects, which means researchers need to contextualize them for each specific DSR project.
Because doing so involves much challenge, we explore how contemporary DSR publications have dealt with this
contextualization task and how they have implemented the six ethical principles for DSR. Our results reveal that DSR
publications have not discussed ethical principles in sufficient depth. To further promote ethical considerations in DSR,
we argue that both DSR researchers and reviewers should be supported in implementing ethical principles. Therefore,
we outline two pathways toward ethical DSR. First, we propose that researchers need to articulate the next generation
of ethical principles for DSR using prescriptive knowledge structures from DSR. Second, we propose extending
established DSR conceptualizations with an ethical dimension and specifically introduce the concept of ethical DSR
process models. With this work, we contribute to the IS literature by reviewing ethical principles and their implementation
in DSR, identifying potential challenges hindering efforts to implement ethics in DSR, and providing two pathways
towards ethical DSR.
Keywords: Ethics, Principles, Design Science Research, Prescriptive Knowledge Structures, Ethical DSR.
Nigel Melville was the accepting senior editor for this paper.
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Introduction

Innovative technologies, particularly technology based on artificial intelligence (AI), offer great opportunities
for individuals and society. However, they also create high risks since they can exacerbate existing power
asymmetries and biases (EU, 2018; Robert, Bansal, & Lütge, 2020; Shneiderman, 2020). Accordingly, such
implications increasingly raise axiological questions such as what is right or wrong (i.e., ethical
considerations) (Hassan et al., 2018). Such considerations have particular importance in designing AIbased technology (European Commission, 2019) because harmfully misuing AI-based technology might
have a severe negative influence on the environment and society (EU, 2020). Examples in which actors
have misused AI-based technology include how Cambridge Analytica manipulated public elections and how
governments monitor minorities (Hern, 2018). Besides cautiously handling innovations through institutions
or lawful and societal restrictions that affect how one applies them (Mittelstadt, 2019), engaging in ethical
considerations before, during, and after one designs innovative artifacts ensures that their technological
benefits outweigh their risks (EU, 2019).
However, engaging in ethical considerations when designing innovative technology can be complex. For
some artifacts, one cannot easily determine whether more efficient and effective solutions would cause
harm to individuals or society. Moreover, what if researchers cannot agree on what is good or harmful
(Myers & Venable, 2014)? What if one could abuse artifacts in unintended ways? What implications do
artifacts have for society if “humans using IT artifacts becomes IT using human artifacts” (Demetis & Lee,
2018, p. 1)? Faced with such questions, researchers and practitioners nowadays “feel that a more robust
ethical compass is needed to guide development and ensure accountability” of innovative, often AI-enabled
artifacts (EU, 2018, p. 7).
Particularly in the information systems (IS) discipline, researchers need to consider ethical issues when
conducting research projects following the design science research (DSR) paradigm. DSR projects typically
result in artifacts that actively intervene in human affairs, such as through the influence of AI-based
technology (Baskerville & Myers, 2015; Shneiderman, 2020). Therefore, they can have positive and
negative implications on individuals and society (Fischer, 2017). To illustrate, consider AI-based
conversational agents for customer service or enterprise collaboration. From a customer service
perspective, one can design conversational agents with social cues to unconsciously influence customers’
behavior (Feine, Gnewuch, Morana, & Maedche, 2019) or to discriminate against individuals (Feine,
Gnewuch, Morana, & Maedche, 2020b). In turn, social cues can increase user satisfaction (Gnewuch,
Morana, Adam, & Maedche, 2018; Rietz, Benke, & Maedche, 2019) and help conversational agents to adapt
to specific users, contexts, and tasks (Feine & Maedche, 2019). From an enterprise perspective,
conversational agents might be a threat to rationalize human workers (Feine, Morana, & Maedche, 2020c,
2020d) but can also provide valuable support in employees’ work routines (Benke, Knerim, & Maedchem
2020; Feine, Adam, Benke, Maedche, & Benlian, 2020a). Ergo, conversational agent designers always have
to consider both positive and negative design implications and must engage in ethical considerations and
design trade-offs (André et al., 2019; Benke, 2020). As a consequence, “information systems as design
science cannot be value-free” (Iivari 2007, p. 56).
Contemporary DSR methodologies, however, do not explicitly provide ethical guidance. When analyzing
the most prominent DSR process models, it becomes apparent that not one explicitly mentions the term
ethics. To address this omission, Myers and Venable (2014) proposed six ethical principles that focus on
designing innovative artifacts following the DSR paradigm. These ethical DSR principles—like many other
ethical principles in research and practice—provide information about what ethical outcomes researchers
should obtain (e.g., ensure privacy). However, they do not tell DSR researchers how to achieve them (e.g.,
how to explicitly ensure privacy in a specific DSR project) because, for one, high-level ethical principles
need to apply to a broad range of different contexts and, thus, do not necessarily apply to a specific research
project (Mittelstadt, 2019). In turn, individual researchers should ideally translate high-level principles to
their specific projects. This contextual translation, however, represents a complex endeavor that
complicates efforts to introduce ethical principles in DSR. Due to this complexity, we investigate the extent
to which DSR publications have dealt with these challenges and how they have implemented ethical
principles in their DSR projects. Specifically, we address the following research question (RQ):
RQ:

To what extent do contemporary design science research publications implement ethical
principles?

To answer our research question, we first step back in time and summarize ethical considerations in IS,
design science, and public and private initiatives from the past. Subsequently, we assess how contemporary
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DSR publications have implemented Myers and Venable’s (2014) six ethical principles for DSR. To do so,
we conduct a systematic literature review (SLR) to analyze DSR publications in the top journals and top
conferences for DSR. Based on the ethical considerations in recent DSR literature that we discovered, we
critically examine important challenges in implementing ethical principles in DSR. Subsequently, we
propose that 1) a structure for articulating more applicable ethical principles should guide the next step
towards ethical DSR and that 2) researchers should enrich existing DSR conceptualizations with an ethical
dimension. Specifically, we propose an ethical DSR (E-DSR) process model.

2

Related Work
Ethical Considerations in Information Systems

We define ethics as the “philosophical discipline interested in questions of right and wrong, good and bad,
do’s or don’t” (Moore, 1993, p. 110). However, the key difficulty remains how to decide what such terms
(e.g., right, wrong, good, bad) mean. Attempts to answer these questions belong to the philosophical branch
axiology (Hassan, Mingers, & Stahl, 2018). Axiology covers ethical theories that one can classify into three
dominant traditions: virtue ethics (i.e., strongly associated with Aristotle and focuses on an agent’s
character), duty ethics (i.e., strongly associated with Immanuel Kant and focuses on an agent’s motivation),
and consequentialism (i.e., strongly associated with John Stuart Mill and Jeremy Bentham and focuses on
an act’s consequences) (Hassan et al., 2018). Early discussions to answer these questions in a business
context date back to Adam Smith (Mingers & Walsham, 2010), the originator of modern market-economy
with his seminal work The Wealth of Nations, though he has also published an extensive ethical discourse
called The Theory of Moral Sentiments (Evensky, 2005).
Ethical considerations in IS also have a long history (Hassan et al., 2018). Several research streams have
been interested in providing guidance “toward ethical information systems” (Mingers & Walsham, 2010, p.
2). With Weiner’s (1950) and Moor’s (1985) work, ethics in IS has its origins in computer ethics. In 1986,
Mason was one of the first to name ethical issues of the information era; namely, privacy, accuracy, property,
and accessibility (PAPA). In addition, Mingers and Walsham (2010) discussed the ethical development in
IS in depth, reviewed Smith and Hasnas’ (1999) IS and ethical business philosophies, and looked back on
critical IS research closely interwoven with Habermasian philosophical perspectives (i.e., theory of
communicative action, critical social theory, and discourse ethics). These perspectives see the force of the
better argument as the primary legitimation for decision making in social discourse (Mingers & Walsham,
2010). As a consequence, philosophical considerations on ethics have found their way into institutional
review boards, codes of conduct, and collections of resources on ethics (e.g., the Association for Information
Systems’ (AIS) information systems ethics) (Association for Information Systems, 2019).

Ethical Considerations in Design Science
Since designing socio-technical systems involves both technical and social subsystems, ethical
considerations in design science have high relevance (Mingers & Walsham, 2010). Philosopher John Rawls
was one of the first to introduce ethical discussions in the design process, which led to a “design turn in
applied ethics” (van den Hoven, 2008, p. 59). He shifted the focus to the fundamental question: “How can
we design the systems, institutions, infrastructures, and IT applications in the context of which users will be
able to do what they ought to do” (van den Hoven, 2008, p. 59). More drastically, Mumford and Beekmann
(1994, in Leitch & Warren, 2010, p. 2) argued that “if a technical system is created at the expense of a social
system, the result obtained will be suboptimal”. Driven by this idea, Enid Mumford conceptualized ethical
design guidance in the effective technical and human implementation of computer-based systems (ETHICS)
approach (Mumford & Ward, 1968). For the first time, ETHICS addressed design with regard to conflicting
priorities between job satisfaction and computing-system adoption (Mumford & Ward, 1968). Carrying this
argument into the IS discipline, Mason noted that the IS community needs to take “responsibility for the
social contract that emerges from the systems we design and implement” (Mason, 1986, p. 11).
Value-sensitive design (VSD) constitutes one approach to address this ethical dilemma. VSD shares,
adopts, and expands the traditional approach of participatory design to include all stakeholders in the design
process (Friedman, Kahn, & Borning, 2008). VSD accounts for the values that users view as important and
implements them in the design process (Friedman et al., 2008; van den Hoven, 2008). Moreover, Fischer
(2017) argued that design trade-offs are central to achieve an ethical design. He describes quality of life as
a target objective for design science, which involves certain design trade-offs (Fischer, 2017). As a
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consequence, many scholars argued for a need for more ethical considerations in DSR (Baskerville &
Myers, 2015; Mingers & Walsham, 2010; Prat, Comyn-Wattiau, & Akoka, 2015; Venable, 2009). For
instance, Venable (2009) stated that “there remain important questions to be asked about the goals and
ethical practice of DSR” (p. 94). In his work, he critically examined different stakeholders’ problems and
design goals. By applying critical systems heuristics (CSH) (Ulrich, 2002) to DSR, he identified different
stakeholder roles in DSR (i.e., client, decision maker, professional, witness) and provided advice on how to
address their needs in the design process. Following these thoughts, Myers and Venable (2014) explicitly
stated six ethical principles that researchers should consider in DSR (see Table 1). They proposed that
researchers should apply ethical considerations as early as possible in a DSR study in order to avoid
negative implications for individuals and society (Myers & Venable, 2014). In addition, researchers should
include ethical considerations when evaluating artifacts in order to account for risks to people, organizations,
or the public (Venable et al., 2016). Likewise, Prat et al. (2015, p. 3) argued that “methods are needed to
evaluate the long-term organizational impact of IS artifacts and their societal impact, including ethicality and
side effects”.
Table 1. Ethical Principles for DSR (Myers & Venable, 2014)
Ethical principle
Public interest
Informed consent
Privacy
Honesty and accuracy
Property
Quality of the artifact

Description
Critically consider what benefit or harm may result for all stakeholders.
Obtain informed consent from any person involved in the project.
Ensure that adequate safeguards protect privacy.
Researchers should not plagiarize and should precisely outline their research findings.
Ensure that stakeholders agree about who owns the IP.
The artifact should be high quality to ensure safety in use.

Ethical Considerations of Public and Private Initiatives
Beyond research institutions, political, societal, and commercial organizations have also addressed ethical
concerns and established society-wide policies, standards, and principles (Jobin, Ienca, & Vayena, 2019;
Mittelstadt, 2019). At its core, the United Nations (UN) Agenda for Sustainable Development 2030 aims to
improve the world via ethical principles (United Nations, 2016). Likewise, the Geneva Declaration of
Principles and Plan of Action propagates a clear ethical mandate in order to reduce negative social
implications from IS developments (ITU, 2005). Moreover, 52 proficient experts from industry and academia
have defined the European Union (EU) Ethics Guidelines for Trustworthy AI in order to maximize AI’s
benefits while minimizing its social risk (European Commission, 2019). In addition, several companies have
identified the need to state and publish ethical principles. Particularly, we have seen much development in
the AI-enabled artifact domain since the AI technology has the potential to cause a universal change in
society for better or for worse (European Commission, 2019). A recent meta-analysis even found that ethics
in AI has become a global topic (Mittelstadt, 2019) that drives the overall ethical debate. Over 80 public and
private initiatives have proposed ethical principles to guide AI artifact development, deployment, and
governance. We show some studies that have recently reviewed ethical AI principles in Table 2.
In their work, Jobin et al. (2019) analyzed ethical principles and guidelines from 84 documents issued by
public and private institutions and revealed a convergence of those principles around five ethical principles:
transparency, justice and fairness, non-maleficence, responsibility, and privacy. However, one cannot easily
apply most of these principles, and they lack reinforcement mechanisms (Hagendorff, 2020). As a
consequence, deviations from these principles have no implications and, thus, the principles often fail
(Hagendorff, 2020). Thus, most ethical principles “mainly serve as a marketing strategy” (p. 10) since
“economic incentives are easily overriding commitment to ethical principles” (p. 10). Critics argue that many
companies engage in so-called “ethic washing” in order to avoid and postpone government regulations
(Vincent, 2019), which undermines consumer trust (Peukert & Kloker, 2020). Nevertheless, untruthful
attempts to define companywide ethical principles can also backfire as the failure of Google’s first ethics
board has shown (Jee, 2019).
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Table 2. Reviews Analyzing Existing Ethical AI Principles
Reference

Applied
method

Number of
investigated
publications

Vakkuri &
Abrahamsson
(2018)

Mapping
study

83 (research papers)

Jobin et al.
(2019)

Literature
review

Most ethical principles refer to five principles (transparency,
84 (public and private
justice and fairness, non-maleficence, responsibility, and
institutions)
privacy) but lack implementation strategies.

Mittelstadt (2019)
Hagendorff
(2020)

3

Key results
Identified 83 academic papers that refer to AI and ethics
since 2012.

Compared 84 ethical AI principles with principles of medical
Comparison 84 (public and private
ethics and identifies four major shortcomings in existing
study
institutions)
ethical AI principles.
Literature
review

AI ethics often fails since it is necessary to build tangible
21 (public and private
bridges between abstract ethical principles and technical
institutions)
implementations.

Methodology

To investigate how contemporary DSR publications have implemented ethical principles, we conducted a
SLR following established guidelines (Kitchenham, 2004; Webster & Watson, 2002). Kitchenham (2004)
divides the SLR process into two successive stages: planning the review (i.e., defining a search strategy)
and conducting the review (i.e., executing the data-extraction strategy and analysis). We followed this
procedure as we illustrate in Figure 1.
Search strategy
Search string and databases
• Search String 1: (ethic OR ethos
OR morality OR moral)
• Search String 2: „design science“
• IS Senior Scholars' Basket of
Journals
• DESRIST and ICIS Proceedings
• Publications since 2014

Data extraction strategy and analysis
First assessment (n=94)

• Review if publications did
engage in ethical considerations
• Extract bibliometric and
descriptive information

Second assessment (n=49)

• Review if publications followed
DSR paradigm
• Extract domain distribution

Third assessment (n=19)

• Analyze implemented ethical
principles
• Discuss challenges hindering the
implementation of ethical DSR
principles

Figure 1. Search and Data-extraction Strategy

Search Strategy
To define the search strategy, we first developed two search strings. The first search string included
synonyms of ethics (e.g., ethic, ethos, moral, morality) following a prominent online dictionary (“Ethics”,
n.d.). The second search string accounted for publications in the DSR context (i.e., design science). We
conducted the literature review to identify all papers that meet both search strings. Because many papers
might only mention terms from one string in their title, abstract, and keywords, we decided to search for both
search strings separately and then to review the identified papers manually to identify papers that mentioned
ethics or its synonyms and design science.
Subsequently, we determined the journals and databases to search. Because we focused on assessing
state-of-the-art DSR research, we restricted our search to the IS Senior Scholars’ basket of journals and to
the proceedings of the leading DSR conferences (i.e., the International Conference on Design Science
Research in Information Systems and Technology (DESRIST) and the International Conference on
Information Systems (ICIS)). Moreover, we limited the timeframe of our literature search. We decided to
focus on publications published after Myers and Venable (2014) proposed the six ethical principles for DSR
in order to reveal how DSR publications have implemented them since its publication. Finally, we applied
the search string to the respective databases to retrieve relevant publications: the AIS electronic library for
MIS Quarterly (MISQ), Journal of the Association for Information Systems (JAIS), and ICIS proceedings;
INFORMS database for Information Systems Research (ISR); Science Direct for Journal of Strategic
Information Systems (JSIS); Springer for Journal of Information Technology (JIT) and DESRIST
proceedings; Taylor & Francis for the European Journal of Information Systems (EJIS) and Journal of
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Management Information Systems (JMIS); and Wiley for Information Systems Journal (ISJ). We conducted
the search at the end of May, 2019; as such, it included all papers from January, 2014, to May, 2019, that
met the conditions of one of the two search strings.

Data-extraction Strategy
In the next step, we defined our data-extraction strategy. We followed a three-step assessment in order to
extract, collate, and summarize the selected publications (Kitchenham, 2004).
In the first assessment, we reviewed the retrieved publications for their semantic relatedness to ethics and
its synonyms to exclude publications that used the terms in our search string but did not engage in an ethical
discussion (e.g., citing a reference that includes the term). Subsequently, we analyzed these publications
for bibliometric and descriptive information (i.e., author, year, journal, and publication categories adapted
from MISQ) (MIS Quarterly, 2019).
In the second assessment, we screened the publications we identified from the first assessment and
searched for publications that followed the DSR paradigm (Hevner, March, Park, & Ram, 2004). In addition,
we reviewed the resulting publications to identify their domain.
In the third assessment, we analyzed how the DSR publications we identified from the second assessment
implemented ethical principles. Therefore, we analyzed whether the publications reported implementing
Myers and Venable’s (2014) six ethical principles. In addition, we extracted challenges hindering their
implementation. In order to assure inter-coder reliability in all three assessments, the first and second
authors labeled and analyzed all retrieved publications and discussed all deviations in order to achieve
mutual agreement.

4

Results

In this section, we discuss our results. We first outline the publications we retrieved by executing our search
strategy and then outline our results from the three assessment steps in detail.

Retrieved Publications
We executed the search strategy by applying the search strings to the selected databases. We depict how
many publications we retrieved from each outlet in Table 3. Following Wilson and Djamasbi’s (2015)
approach, we present the individual search string results separately for each outlet. In total, we applied the
search string to 3,819 publications across the 10 outlets between January, 2014, and May, 2019. This
procedure provided a broad perspective of current trends regarding ethics and design science in IS
research. We obtained 721 publications after applying the first search string (i.e., ethics and its synonyms)
and 636 publications after applying the second search string (i.e., “design science”). To identify the papers
that applied to both search strings, we manually downloaded all papers that we identified from both search
strings. Next, we reviewed the papers from both sets manually by searching for our search terms using the
search function from which we identified 94 publications that met the conditions of both search strings. We
identified 53 papers in the IS Senior Scholars’ basket of journals, 13 papers in the DESRIST proceedings,
and 28 papers in the ICIS proceedings.
We further went into detail by analyzing the papers per publication outlet (see Table 3). Across all
publications, we found that 18.88 percent of the papers mentioned ethics-related terms and 16.65 percent
mentioned the term design science. We identified 94 publications from manually combining both search
strings. Thus, only 2.46 percent of all publications we retrieved mentioned both ethics-related terms and
design science. Interestingly, 29.26 percent of all ISJ publications mentioned the term ethics or its synonyms
and 23.26 percent of all EJIS publications mentioned the term design science.
Furthermore, we visualized the number of publications over time (see Figure 2 on the left) and decomposed
and visualized the results of the search string components over time (see Figure 2 on the right). The
visualization reveals that publications that mentioned the term ethics or its synonyms and design science
increased from 2014 to 2018. Since we searched only until May, 2019, we found no increase for 2019.
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Table 3. Distribution of Publications regarding Objectives of Ethics, Design Science, and their Combination
First search string:
“ethic OR ethos OR
morality OR moral”

Total number of
publications
(January, 2014
to May, 2019)

Amount

EJIS

215

Outlet

Second search string:
“design science”

Both search strings
combined

%

Amount

%

Amount

%

33

15.35%

50

23.26%

14

6.51%

ISJ

188

55

29.26%

26

13.83%

6

3.19%

ISR

274

35

12.77%

16

5.84%

3

1.09%

JAIS

192

51

26.56%

33

17.19%

11

5.73%

JIT

142

32

22.54%

12

8.45%

3

2.11%

JMIS

268

42

15.67%

37

13.81%

7

2.61%

JSIS

122

21

17.21%

10

8.20%

3

2.46%

MISQ

325

58

17.85%

34

10.46%

6

1.85%

DESRIST

189

13

6.88%

189

100.00%

13

6.88%

ICIS

1,904

381

20.01%

229

12.03%

28

1.47%

Analysis over time of all
publications in all searched outlets.
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Ethics
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Figure 2. Analysis of Publications over Time regarding Objectives of Ethics, Design Science, and their
Combination

First Assessment
In the first assessment, we reviewed the 94 publications and checked whether they engaged in ethical
considerations. After removing papers that did not sufficiently engage in ethical considerations, 49
publications remained (see Figure 3). Subsequently, we analyzed the remaining 49 publications’ bibliometric
and descriptive information. Most of the 49 publications (i.e., 13 papers) that engaged in ethical discussions
appeared in the ICIS proceedings. We somewhat expected this result since we retrieved the highest number
of papers from ICIS overall. In addition, we identified nine publications in JAIS, seven publications in EJIS,
and six publications in the DESRIST proceedings. Thus, about half of the publications in the various outlets
engaged in ethical considerations. After we reviewed the publications’ publication category, we found that
most (i.e., 24 papers) were research papers. We found seven methods papers. Interestingly, we also found
15 editorials and two issue and opinion papers. Consequently, 18 out of the 49 publications (36%) that
engaged in ethical considerations were editorials or issue and opinion papers.
Retrieved publications

Publication outlet distribution
14
12
10
8
6
4
2
0

120
100
80
60
40
20

0
All Publications

Publications
referring to ethics

Publication categories
Editorial

Issue & opinions
Methods article
Research article

0

10

20

Figure 3. Results of First Paper Assessment regarding Ethics, Publication Outlet, and Categories
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Second Assessment
In the second assessment (see Figure 4), we reviewed the 49 publications that engaged in ethical
considerations and investigated whether they actually applied the DSR paradigm. In total, we identified 19
such publications that actively conducted DSR and designed an artifact (Gregor & Hevner, 2013).
Subsequently, we identified the publications’ research domain. To identify suitable research domains, we
followed Wolfswinkel, Furtmueller, and Wilderom’s (2013) grounded theory guidelines: first, we labeled all
relevant study excerpts that comprised insights about the study domain. Second, we systematically
differentiated, partitioned, and integrated these excerpts in iterative cycles in order to identify the high-level
domains. By conducting this approach, we grouped the 19 research papers into seven research domains.
By analyzing the results (see Figure 4), we found that most of the research papers that discussed ethics
and applied the DSR paradigm came from the healthcare domain; developed, improved, or evaluated
methods and frameworks for conducting DSR; or addressed the topics safety, security, and privacy.

Number of DSR publications

Domain distribution

60
Social transformation
50

Safety, security & privacy

40

Methodology & research frameworks

30

Healthcare

20

Finance & e-Government
Decision support systems

10

Computer-supported cooperative work
0
Publications referring to ethics

DSR publications

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

Figure 4. Results of Second Paper Assessment regarding DSR and Research Domain

Third Assessment
We assessed the resulting 19 publications that engaged in ethical considerations and followed the DSR
paradigm in two steps: 1) we analyzed the implemented ethical principles and 2) we discussed the
challenges hindering their implementation.

4.4.1

Analysis of Ethical DSR Principles

To assess the remaining 19 DSR publications that engaged in ethical considerations in more detail, we first
analyzed the papers’ authors. We found that no specific authors appeared constantly. Next, we investigated
whether they discussed the six ethical principles that Myers and Venable (2014) proposed. To do so, the
first and second authors reviewed the 19 DSR papers and labeled relevant study excerpts that addressed
one of the six ethical principles. Subsequently, they extracted all labels and coded each paper as to whether
it implemented each principle or not. In situations where labeling conflicts arose, they reviewed the
publication again and discussed the publications to code the study based on mutual agreement. To outline
the coding approach in more detail, we illustrate two example publications, their extracted study excerpts,
and the assigned codes in Table A1 in the Appendix.
We illustrate our results from the coding exercise in Figure 5. Overall, 14 of the 19 DSR research papers
considered whether their research may benefit or harm stakeholders. Another 11 publications stated that
they received consent from all stakeholders involved in their research projects. Furthermore, 10 publications
mentioned privacy concerns, and nine publications discussed the quality of the artifact. Overall, five
publications stated that they ensured honest and accurate research, and four publications explicitly reported
on the intellectual property of the research. Fewer DSR publications explicitly mentioned the other two
principles (i.e., honesty and accuracy as well as property).
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Number of DSR publications discussing ethical guidelines of Myers and Venable (2014)
20
15
10
5
0

Public interest

Informed consent

Privacy

Honesty and accuracy

Property

Quality of the artifact

Figure 5. Analysis of the Ethical Principles in the 19 Identified DSR Publications

4.4.2

Challenges in Implementing Ethical Principles in DSR

We observed that DSR researchers face significant challenges that hinder them from addressing Myers and
Venable’s (2014) ethical principles. We report the challenges that we identified in our SLR in this section to
showcase the complexity of implementing ethical principles and provide insights why the DSR studies we
identified insufficiently realized them.
Public interest: the first ethical principle demands that researchers critically assess their DSR projects to
identify what may benefit or harm any stakeholders. In the claim of this principle, it is apparently impossible
for DSR researchers to consider all stakeholders since the term “critically assess” is rather imprecise. That
impreciseness creates uncertainty for DSR researchers on how to proceed. On the other hand, it is not easy
to implement the principle. For example, Germonprez et al. (2017) investigated corporate engagement in
open source communities. However, one cannot easily identify all stakeholder groups in the body of open
source communities due to their nature (e.g., people often contribute anonymously), which leads to multiple
differentiating groups. Similarly, Gregor, Imran, and Turner (2014) investigated e-Government in
Bangladesh. However, it might be too abstract to consider the whole country as one stakeholder group since
the administration might have different interests than the population.
Informed consent: informed consent demands that any persons involved in a DSR project provide their
consent for participation. Researchers cannot obtain such consent if they cannot reach a stakeholder or if
they failed to consider a particular stakeholder. For example, researchers cannot easily receive consent for
an artifact that the whole population might use in the future. Lee, Cho, and Lim’s (2018) bright Internet
initiative represents such a case in which the authors designed a new Internet infrastructure to protect
innocent citizens from cybersecurity threats. Thus, the informed consent principle should provide more
detailed boundary conditions.
Privacy: the third ethical principle demands adequate safeguards to protect privacy. Nevertheless,
researchers cannot easily maintain it. Due to many artifacts’ high technical complexity, one needs to design
multiple components in such a way as to safeguard private information. As such, researchers could end up
discussing an innovation’s security components more than its theoretical contribution. For example, when
conducting a DSR project to develop a healthcare platform (Keijzer-Broers & De Reuver, 2016), researchers
need to outline how the platforms protect and preserve private information for several different software
components—a highly challenging task that the DSR project may not focus on.
Honesty and accuracy: this principle addresses what true honestly actually means. The answer to this
question depends highly on the context, the goal, and a DSR project’s contribution. For example, does one
achieve honesty via explaining how a piece of software code excels or can one simply explain what one
intends an artifact to do? Since the existing principle currently misses a detailed prescription, the existing
publications had limited guidance on how to discuss this principle.
Property: the fifth principle demands that researchers need to determine property rights in order to avoid
legal harm to stakeholders. In DSR studies, researchers can assure legal determination of property rights
through licensing their artifact and by agreeing to specific publication formats. However, that task becomes
more complex when the usage of an artifact produces information or data (e.g., a healthcare platform that
creates new data by analyzing patients) (Keijzer-Broers & De Reuver, 2016). However, it appears that the
existing property principle does not deal with such issues yet.
Quality of the artifact: the sixth principle demands high-quality artifacts. Although researchers face
manifold challenges in achieving such quality (e.g., correct data sampling, sensors, and software
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development), DSR researchers themselves can probably best control how they apply this principle since
rigorously evaluating a proposed artifact constitutes one key contribution of a DSR study (Venable, PriesHeje, & Baskerville, 2016). However, all publications that conducted a completed DSR study contained an
evaluation with confirming results. Nevertheless, one cannot guarantee quality holistically since others can
always challenge evaluation methods and biases.

5

Discussion

In this paper, we investigate how thought-leading DSR publications address ethical principles and their
implementation in DSR. In this section, we first discuss results we obtained from our SLR. Based on this
foundation, we advance our research and propose two pathways toward ethical DSR. Finally, we conclude
our study’s limitations.

Implementing Ethical Principles in DSR
In the SLR, we analyzed the body of DSR literature in leading IS journals (IS Senior Scholars’ basket of
journals) and conferences (DESRIST and ICIS proceedings) since the publication about DSR ethical
principles (Myers & Venable, 2014). Among the 94 publications that we initially identified in our search
category, we found a discrepancy between publications that used the terms ethics and its synonyms and
design science (94 publications) and publications that actually engaged in discussing ethics (49 publication
or 52%). Overall, this ratio reflects two tendencies in recent literature. The first tendency refers to
publications that mentioned ethics-related terms but did not discuss them in detail. The second tendency
refers to publications that discussed the importance of ethics and the concrete implementation of ethical
principles in order to explicitly address potential risks for individuals and society. When taking a more
detailed look at the 49 publications that engaged in ethical considerations, we found that editorials, opinions,
and issue papers comprised more than one-third (37%) of the papers. Primarily editorial board members
write editorials in order to shift the discussion to future research directions, to identify research gaps, and to
provide principles for the journal’s scholars (Journal of thr Association for Information Systems, 2019), which
indicates that current ethical discussions in DSR projects might still be in a conceptual stage while awaiting
their concrete implementation in DSR.

5.1.1

DSR Studies Engaging in Ethical Considerations

We identified only 19 research papers that engaged in ethical considerations and explicitly developed an
artifact in a DSR project. Looking at their domains, we found that publications conducting DSR in healthcare
addressed ethical considerations very often, which appears reasonable since studies dealing with human
health and wellbeing need to follow very high ethical standards in order to avoid harm to individuals.
Similarly, ethical review boards at universities and laboratories have profound ethical expertise in the health
sector, which fosters ethically conformant research in that discipline. This expertise will likely lead DSR
researchers to identify ethical considerations in DSR projects earlier on since they may compare their DSR
projects directly to research projects that normally receive ethical scrutiny.
In addition, many DSR publications developed methodology and research framework artifacts in our final
sample. On the one hand, researchers should address ethics when developing methodology and research
frameworks, which DSR projects will apply in the future. Such work has particular value since the most
prominent frameworks for conducting DSR do not mention the term ethics so far. Thus, DSR methodology
and research framework publications that acknowledge the need for ethical considerations represent a
positive sign. On the other hand, it might be easier to argue for the necessity to address ethical
considerations than to practically address them in DSR projects.

5.1.2

Distribution of Ethical DSR Principles

Diving deeper into how the publications in our sample implemented the six ethical principles, we found few
publications that explicitly addressed them all. Comparing the individual principles, we found a tendency for
the publications to address two differentiating groups of principles. The first group (which contained more
than half of the DSR papers) discussed public interest, informed consent, privacy, and quality of the artifact.
The second group (which contained a quarter of the papers) discussed honesty and accuracy as well as
property. One reason for this difference might be the complexity of the latter two principles, which might be
more difficult to report than the others. For example, it might be easier to argue that one has addressed the
public interest than property. Another reason could be that the academic community so strongly reinforces
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ethical principles such as honesty and accuracy that subscribing to them constitutes a prerequisite for
membership in the community.
In conclusion, we found that contemporary DSR publications do not explicitly address several ethical
principles. We found specific manifestations in different domains and an unbalanced distribution in the
attention that studies have paid to the six ethical principles for DSR. Our findings raise the question of why
DSR publications rarely report ethical considerations. While the answer to this question might appear simple
at first glance, it creates important implications when viewed again.
As we examined peer-reviewed, high-quality journal and conference publications, they were all liable to their
respective codes of conduct with which authors agreed before publication. Consequently, the authors
implicitly covered ethical considerations in submitting their papers. However, this answer might fall short
since not mentioning how they implemented ethical principles as part of a research project neither reinforces
the importance of ethics in DSR nor supports the consolidation of ethical discussions in DSR. As a
consequence, scholars and, in particular, less experienced researchers face difficulties in finding real-world
examples that provide blueprints for answering elementary ethical questions about a DSR project (e.g., how
to balance a DSR project’s benefits against its potential risks (i.e., balancing ethical design trade-offs)). By
adding metadata to papers, researchers could report their ethical considerations in a structured format.
Such a practice could complement existing DSR knowledge bases. Thus, the DSR community may currently
not leverage its potential to shape the ethical discussion in how socio-technical artifacts develop because it
does not sufficiently report ethical considerations.

Towards Ethical DSR
To conduct and promote ethical considerations in DSR, we argue that both DSR researchers who conduct
the research and DSR reviewers (e.g., editorial board members, associate chairs, reviewers for
journals/conferences) who evaluate and publish researchers’ work require more support. First, DSR
researchers might need more prescriptive guidance on how to translate existing ethical principles into their
individual DSR projects. Therefore, we propose that they use prescriptive knowledge structures from DSR.
Second, DSR researchers and reviewers might need more support in reporting and evaluating a DSR
project’s ethical implications. Therefore, we extend established DSR conceptualizations by adding an ethical
dimension and introduce the concept of an E-DSR process model. In this section, we outline both pathways
to conduct and promote ethical DSR in more detail.

5.2.1

Prescriptive Knowledge Structures for Ethical Principles for DSR

To support DSR researchers to engage in ethical considerations, we argue for more prescriptive guidance
in translating ethical principles to a specific research project. We propose to rely on established DSR theory
to provide such guidance. An inherent strength of DSR is to transform descriptive Ω-knowledge into
prescriptive λ-knowledge in order to describe design implications of innovative socio-technical artifacts
(Gregor & Hevner, 2013). To articulate meaningful λ-knowledge, several scholars have provided
frameworks on how to articulate general design theories (Gregor & Jones, 2007) but also on how to
articulate more specific design principles (Chandra, Seidel, & Gregor, 2015; Van Aken, 2004). As a result,
researchers have established commonly applied structures on what knowledge components design
principles in DSR should include.
In this regard, design principles usually include three knowledge components. They should describe how 1)
a specific property/action can 2) lead to the desired state 3) under certain boundary conditions and contexts
(Chandra et al., 2015; Djamasbi & Strong, 2019; Gregor, Chandra Kruse, & Seidel, 2020; van Aken, 2004).
Applying this structure to existing ethical principles (see Table 4) shows that some do not include all the
three knowledge components, which might constitute one important reason why it may be difficult to
translate and apply the existing ethical principles in a concrete DSR project.
To address this difficulty, prescriptive knowledge structures from DSR could help researchers articulate
more applicable ethical principles that they can contextualize in a specific DSR project. Therefore, exploiting
the DSR community’s existing approaches to define design knowledge represents a promising point to start
this endeavor (Gregor & Hevner, 2013). For example, researchers could start by transforming the broad
landscape of existing ethical principles (e.g., the ethical principles that Mittelstadt (2019) identified from 84
public and private initiatives) into the prescriptive knowledge structures for DSR. The transformed ethical
principles then include the required knowledge pieces that make them more applicable in a specific DSR
project. Additionally, reviewers of DSR publications can refer to these ethical principles when assessing
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DSR researchers’ work. While we lack the scope here, we encourage the research community to consider
how to elevate existing ethical principles to the next, prescriptive rung of knowledge. We suggest that doing
so might prove to be an important step toward supporting DSR researchers to more effectively achieve
ethical DSR.
Table 4. Exemplary Analysis of Ethical Principles Regarding Prescriptive Knowledge Structures for DSR
Analysis of ethical principles regarding prescriptive
knowledge structures for DSR (i.e., design principles)

Reference

Myers &
Venable
(2014)

Ethical
principle

Critically consider what
“Critically
benefit or harm may
Public interest
consider” is an
result for all
indefinite action.
stakeholders.

European
Stakeholder
Commission
participation
(2019)

Microsoft
(2019)

5.2.2

Description of
principles

(How)
Information
about the
property/action

In order to develop
trustworthy AI systems,
one should consult
stakeholders who may
directly/indirectly be
affected by the system
through its lifecycle.

Source does not
explicitly define
what “consulting”
constitutes.

“Help users
Make clear
Help users understand understand” does
what the
what the AI system can not define an
system can do do.
explicit action and
is rather abstract.

(What)
Desired states
made possible
through the
property/action

(When)
Boundary
conditions for
when the
principle applies

The source does not
explicitly define the
desired state (e.g., a
stakeholder
benefit/harm map).

The principle does
not explicitly set
boundary
conditions but
refers to “all”
stakeholders.

Although the source
defines the goal of
developing
trustworthiness, it
does not state how
one can measure it.

The principle does
not define concrete
moments in time.

The source does not
clearly state how one
can operationalize
and measure this
state.

The principle does
not clearly identify
which users and
what system
capabilities.

Ethical Design Science Research Process Model

To help researchers and reviewers embrace ethical principles in DSR publications, we suggest that they
need a supportive approach to report their ethical considerations as part of their DSR projects and to
evaluate the ethical conformity of DSR publications regarding ethical principles, respectively. To facilitate
the communication about ethical considerations between DSR researchers and reviewers in a research
cycle, we suggest that they require an explicit structure for reporting and evaluating these considerations.
However, a major challenge for coherently reporting ethical considerations in DSR concerns the fact that
researchers have no guidance on 1) how to apply and 2) where to report them when following established
DSR process models.
To include ethical principles in a DSR project, we argue that researchers need to rigorously draw on existing
ethical principles and to apply them in a DSR project’s key activities. DSR projects’ key conceptual activities
comprise creating and accumulating design knowledge in the problem and solution space (Hevner, vom
Brocke, & Maedche, 2019; Hevner et al., 2004). The problem space represents researchers’ understanding
of a problem that they address, while the solution space comprises the concepts about the solution artifact
in terms of solution entities, search criteria, and build and evaluation actions (Drechsler & Hevner, 2018;
Venable, 2006). The distance between both spaces iteratively diminishes with each design cycle while
researchers continuously draw on and accumulate knowledge from the Ω-knowledge and λ-knowledge
bases (Drechsler & Hevner, 2018; Hevner et al., 2019). We argue that, in this continuous process of
executing DSR projects, researchers should explicitly account for ethical considerations when describing
the problem space and should apply ethical principles when exploring the solution space. By doing so, other
researchers could learn about ethical considerations from other research projects related to the
corresponding problem space and simultaneously contribute their ethical considerations to the body of Ωknowledge. Similarly, researchers could draw on existing ethical principles when exploring the solution
space while also contributing new or adapted ethical principles to the body of λ-knowledge. We visualize
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this relationship by extending Drechsler and Hevner’s (2018) DSR knowledge utilization, production, and
contribution framework (see Figure 6).
Problem space
• Context
• Problem
• Goodness criteria
• Ethical consideration

Ω-knowledge

Summative evaluations

Solution space
• Solution entities
• Search criteria
• Build and evaluation actions
• Ethical principles

λ-knowledge

Figure 6. DSR Knowledge Utilization, Production, and Contribution in DSR (Based on Drechsler & Hevner
2018) Extended with an Ethical Knowledge Dimension

To help researchers report ethical considerations and how they apply ethical principles, we provide a
structure by extending existing DSR process models. Therefore, we propose adding an ethical dimension
to existing DSR process models—a reasonable idea due to their familiarity in the community, their big
impact, and their proven applicability in prescriptive theory building (Gregor & Hevner, 2013; Gregor &
Jones, 2007). Such an addition could encourage DSR researchers to report their ethical considerations as
part of their DSR projects and support reviewers to evaluate and publish such projects. To facilitate such
actions, we propose that an ethical dimension of a DSR process model should address two main aspects.
First, the ethical dimension should be integrated into the DSR process models as ongoing and continuous
introspective reflections throughout an entire DSR project. DSR researchers should, in every phase of a
DSR project, balance the scientific benefits of action with the implications and risks for each stakeholder
group that the project may affect. On this path, ethical design trade-offs will occur, which researchers have
to continuously assess against the artifact’s functionality, scientific benefit, and ethical implications (Fischer,
2017). For example, when using AI-based algorithms to measure individual affective states (i.e., emotions),
researchers have to reflect on the impact they may have on individuals and should potentially cut
functionality that provides a potential for abuse (Benke et al., 2020; Tarafdar, Teodorescu, Tanriverdi,
Robert, & Morse, 2020). We propose that, in every phase of a DSR project, researchers should assess
whether the benefits outweigh the risks for those involved and should describe this assessment process.
We further argue that such an explicit integration into established DSR process models would promote the
need for researchers to continuously reflect on ethical design trade-offs.
Second, the ethical dimension should be integrated into existing DSR process models by adding an
additional phase. This phase provides DSR researchers with a dedicated space to report on the ethical
design trade-offs that occurred and to demonstrate how they addressed the trade-offs in a DSR project.
Extending existing DSR process models in this way would make the ethical dimension an integral part of
DSR processes. It would provide clear guidance for DSR researchers on where to demonstrate the ethical
design trade-offs and for reviewers on where to search for them in order to decide on a DSR publication’s
ethical conformity with a journal’s guidelines. Therefore, adding such a phase would reinforce a critical and
transparent reflection on DSR research projects’ ethical conformity, which would be necessary due to ethical
principles’ commensurability (i.e., ethical considerations may not share a common measurement standard).
While the ethical design trade-offs may be subject to variation depending on the research domain,
publication outlet, or contextual circumstances, the additional phase would ensure a common space for
reporting and reviewing ethical considerations in DSR. The phase would also allow DSR researchers to
compare their ethical endeavors and promote a learning process for the DSR research community (Myers
& Venable, 2014). To provide explicit guidance, we instantiate the ethical dimension by adding it to Kuechler
and Vaishnavi’s (2012) DSR process model (see Figure 7) and propose an E-DSR process model.
Finally, the E-DSR process steps do not always mirror the way researchers present it in a paper. Therefore,
we propose that the ethical dimension should also be added to established structural schemes that guide
the way researchers present a DSR paper (Gregor & Hevner, 2013). For example, including an additional
subsection to Gregor and Hevner’s (2013) publication schema and to the structural schema for proposing a
design theory (Gregor & Jones, 2007) could further help researchers demonstrate ethical design trade-offs
that they experience and address in E-DSR.
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Introspective reflection of ethical design trade-offs

1. Awareness of
problem

2. Suggestion

3. Development

4. Evaluation

5. Conclusion

6. Demonstration &
learning of ethical
design trade-offs

Figure 7. Ethical Design Science Research (E-DSR) Process Model

6

Limitations

Although we followed a rigorous structure throughout our research, some limitations apply that provide
avenues for further research. First of all, the SLR method includes natural limitations. According to Webster
and Watson (2002), SLRs may not be exhaustive. Although we followed a rigorous search strategy following
Kitchenham’s (2004) principles, we have missed important publications that appeared in different outlets to
the ones we considered. Because the papers we investigated came from major outlets known for publishing
high-quality DSR studies, we believe that they provide a sufficient sample to achieve our study goals (i.e.,
to identify a suitable sample of contemporary DSR publications that have implemented ethical principles).
Second, we only analyzed DSR publications since 2014—the year in which Myers and Venable (2014)
published their ethical principles for DSR. Consequently, our findings only apply to the most recently
published DSR publications and do not generalize to DSR and related design-oriented disciplines as a
whole. Therefore, this limitation provides further research opportunities to extend the review with
publications from other design-oriented disciplines. Third, in this paper, we focus on Myers and Venable’s
(2014) ethical DSR principles. However, we could have analyzed the DSR papers we identified according
to other highly valuable ethical principles (e.g., Mittelstadt, 2019). However, since Myers and Venable (2014)
articulated their principles for DSR in particular, we selected them as most relevant. Fourth, we argue that
researchers could address the insufficient extent to which they have implemented ethical principles via
transforming existing ethical principles using prescriptive knowledge frameworks from DSR. To highlight
Mittelstadt’s (2019) work once again, we recognize that one could use other methods to implement ethics
in AI-based technologies. Other interventions also have important influences on efforts to implement ethical
principles (e.g., democratization of technology and laws). However, we focus on DSR. Fifth, besides
methodological limitations, we recognize that other non-DSR-related challenges may drive our results. For
example, space limitations in certain outlets could lead authors to not report ethical considerations that they
conducted before, during, and after their research (also a known issue in other domains). Sixth, ethical
considerations depend highly on the context and are sensitive to cultural differences. Researchers from
different cultural backgrounds might have conflicting views on our findings. However, our findings can serve
as a starting point for future discussions with the international and intercultural DSR community.

7

Conclusion

In this paper, we assess how contemporary DSR publications have implemented ethical principles. We
found that not all DSR publications have discussed how they implemented ethical principles in-depth. Based
on this finding, we critically examine potential challenges that hinder researchers from implementing Myers
and Venable’s (2014) six ethical principles. We conclude that existing ethical principles are too abstract in
nature to apply to a broad range of contexts, which makes it difficult to apply them in specific DSR projects.
In addition, we conclude that researchers and reviewers lack explicit structures on where to report and on
how to evaluate ethical considerations in DSR projects. Therefore, we propose two pathways towards
ethical DSR. First, we argue that the next generation of ethical principles for DSR should be articulated
using prescriptive knowledge structures from DSR. Second, we propose extending established DSR
process models with an ethical dimension and, therefore, introduce the concept of E-DSR.
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Appendix: Illustration of Coding Approach
Table A1. Illustration of Coding Approach for Two Publications
Publications

Lee et al. (2018)

Chatterjee et al. (2018)

Summary

The authors investigated the development and
deployment of the bright Internet on a global scale,
which seeks safe infrastructure, freedom of
expression for innocent citizens, and the protection
of privacy. To fulfill these conflicting goals, they
proposed five design principles based on
prevention motivation theory and analogical social
norm theory.

The authors designed and implemented a
wireless sensor system that helped diabetes
patients to capture their daily activities. The
system tracked activity data and provided
motivational messages in order to change
patients’ behavior.

Safety, security, and privacy

Healthcare

Domain

The authors conducted their study to develop a
new infrastructure for the bright Internet in order to
Public interest
protect innocent citizens from cybersecurity threats.
(code: yes)

The authors conducted their study to support
the chronic disease management of diabetes
patients. In addition, a university’s ethics
board approved the research. (code: yes)

As a conceptual study, the publication did not
involve participants. (code: no)

The authors do not explicitly state whether
they obtained informed consent, although we
assume that they did since they
implemented the system in two homes.
(code: no)

The authors sought to reduce origins of
cybersecurity threats. The publication respecifies
design principles to fulfill goals of origin
responsibility, deliverer responsibility, identifiable
anonymity, global collaboration, and privacy
protection through maintaining the freedom of
anonymous expression and a legitimate level of
privacy protection for innocent citizens. (code: yes)

The authors explicitly mention that the work
will benefit several new directions with
respect to data privacy and applicability.
(code: yes)

Honesty and
accuracy

Not explicitly mentioned. (code: no)

Not explicitly mentioned. (code: no)

Property

Not explicitly mentioned. (code: no)

Not explicitly mentioned. (code: no)

The authors evaluated the initial design by the
justification of principles, consistency between
principles, and design variables in three constructs
of technologies, policies, and global collaborations.
(code: yes)

The authors conducted a quantitative
evaluation study using two case studies from
home implementations with real patients of
the designed system. (code: yes)

Informed
consent

Privacy

Quality of the
artifact
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